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ABSTRACT
Background: Alcohol Use Disorders (AUD) are among the most common psychiatric
disorders but the vast majority never receive treatment. Internet interventions have the
potential to reach some of those who currently do not seek or receive treatment. Such
interventions for alcohol problems of varying forms have been shown to be effective,
generally rendering small effect sizes, and some studies suggest that adding therapist
guidance to these interventions can augment their effects.
Aims: The general aim of this thesis was to develop and evaluate therapist-guided internetbased treatment for AUD. Specifically, we aimed to investigate the added effect of therapist
guidance to a previously evaluated internet treatment (study I), test feasibility and preliminary
effects of a newly developed high-intensity internet treatment (study II), evaluate effects of
high- as compared to low-intensity internet treatment and a wait-list control group (study III)
and investigate predictors of adherence and low-risk drinking in the internet treatments in
study III (study IV).
Methods: In Study I, we conducted a randomized controlled trial (RCT) where all groups
received access to the same internet treatment, with one group receiving therapist guidance
via messages, one group receiving therapist guidance via messages or chat (choice) and one
group not receiving any therapist guidance (n=80). In Study II, a newly developed highintensity therapist-guided internet treatment was tested in a pilot study among participants to
investigate feasibility and preliminary effects (n=13). Study III was a second RCT where the
high-intensity internet treatment from study II was tested against a low-intensity internet
treatment and a wait list control group (n=166). In Study IV, we used data from study III to
investigate predictors of 1) treatment adherence and 2) low-risk drinking at post-treatment
and three-month follow-up.
Results: The results from study I showed that the groups that received therapist guidance
reduced their number of standard drinks to a significantly higher degree than the group
receiving no guidance. Study II showed that the newly developed high-intensity treatment
was feasible and acceptable, and was associated with a significant reduction in number of
standard drinks among participants. Study III showed that the high-intensity group reduced
the number of standard drinks and heavy drinking days significantly more than the wait-list
control-group, and reduced their number of heavy drinking days significantly more than the
low-intensity group at post-treatment but not at three-month follow-up. Study IV showed that
participants’ rating of treatment credibility was predictive of treatment adherence, and that

pre-treatment abstinence, male gender and two personality variables (a high degree of
alexithymia and a low degree of antagonism) were predictive of low-risk drinking.
Conclusion: The results in this thesis, provide support for the feasibility and efficacy of
internet treatment for AUD, and offer interesting findings on predictors of outcome that
should be investigated further. Overall, participants were satisfied with the treatments, and
few negative effects were reported.
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1. BACKGROUND
1.1 ALCOHOL AND GLOBAL HEALTH
With a mean world consumption of around 9.2 liters per capita, alcohol is unarguably the
most widely used psychoactive substance in the world [1]. High national consumption levels
are primarily found in Western Europe, Russia and non-Muslim parts of the former Soviet
Union, while other parts of the world, for example India and most countries in the Middle
East, have lower consumption levels, often due to high abstention rates in the general
population [2]. In Sweden, the average alcohol per capita consumption is slightly lower than
the European average (9.2 vs 10.9 litres of pure alcohol), while prevalence of alcohol use
disorders (AUD) is somewhat higher (8.9% vs 7.5%) [1]. Alcohol has a significant impact on
both burden of disease and death all around the world. The Global Burden of Disease 2010
project concluded that alcohol is the third leading risk factor for global disease burden, after
high blood pressure and tobacco smoking [3], and according to the latest report from the
World Health Organization (WHO), harmful use of alcohol accounts for 5.9% of all deaths
worldwide, or about 3.3 million annual deaths [1]. Alcohol is causally linked to more than
200 diseases, most often with a direct dose-response relationship, i.e., the higher average
volume consumed, the higher the likelihood of developing a disease. Among diseases linked
to average volume of alcohol consumption are coronary heart disease, breast cancer and liver
cirrhosis [4]. Although previous research suggested that moderate alcohol consumption might
protect against some diseases, cardiovascular disease in particular [5], this claim has been
called into question in recent years [6].
Not only the average volume of alcohol consumption but also an individual’s drinking pattern
– how much alcohol is consumed on each separate occasion – is relevant when assessing
alcohol-related harm. Around 24 % of the world population over 15 years of age have had a
heavy drinking episode, i.e. consumed more than 60 grams of alcohol (the equivalent of four
standard drinks in Sweden), at least once during the last month [1]. Heavy drinking episodes
are explicitly linked to certain categories of alcohol-related harm such as injuries, traffic
accidents, homicide, suicide and injuries [2], of which injuries account for the largest portion
of alcohol-attributable burden. Further, individuals with an AUD i.e. those with impaired
control over their alcohol use and who continue drinking despite negative consequences, are
estimated to account for half of all alcohol-related harm [7]. For these individuals, chronic
social problems often develop negatively affecting work capacity and relations to family and
significant others.
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In sum, alcohol’s ability to cause harm works through three mechanisms: 1) The toxic effects
of alcohol on organs and tissue (leading to somatic disease); 2) intoxication with impairment
of physical coordination, consciousness, cognition, perception, affect and behavior (leading
to accidents/injuries and acute social problems); and 3) dependence, whereby the drinker’s
self-control over his or her drinking behavior is impaired (leading to chronic social
problems)[8].
1.2

ALCOHOL POLICY

Alcohol policy can be defined as any purposeful effort or authoritative decision on the part of
governments to minimize or prevent alcohol-related consequences [8]. Policy strategies that
currently are used to prevent or reduce alcohol-related harm fall into seven key areas:
1) pricing and taxation (for example customs tariffs and excise duties)
2) regulating physical availability of alcohol (for example government monopolies or use of
licensing)
3) modifying the drinking context (for example training bar staff in ‘responsible beverage
service’)
4) drink-driving countermeasures (for example license suspension or revocation)
5) restrictions on marketing (for example compulsory warning texts in advertisements)
6) education and persuasion strategies (for example school prevention programs)
7) treatment and early intervention services[8]
Although the evidence is unequivocal that alcohol is detrimental to public health and that
several of the policy strategies mentioned above are effective in reducing alcohol
consumption, alcohol has historically been a low priority in public health policy when
compared to the resources given to preventive work on communicable diseases or noncommunicable diseases such as cancer and cardiovascular disease [9]. However, recent
initiatives to establish international policy frameworks, such as The WHO Global Strategy to
Reduce the Harmful Use of Alcohol, are expected to lead to an increased global public health
focus on alcohol in the future. An increasing number of member states implement national
alcohol policies and introduce legislation on policy measures to reduce the prevalence of
drunk-driving, limit the physical availability of alcohol and implement restrictions on current
alcohol marketing [1] .
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1.3

THE TOW WORLDS OF ALCOHOL PROBLEMS

Two fundamentally different paradigms, the clinical perspective and the public health
perspective, divide the research field targeting prevention and treatment of alcohol-related
problems. This divide has been referred to as ‘the two worlds of alcohol problems” [10].
The clinical perspective
The clinical perspective on alcohol problems primarily focuses on studying people in alcohol
treatment and on dissecting the individual problem drinker’s behavior in relation to alcohol;
i.e. the ‘alcoholic’. The classical description of the ‘alcoholic’ was originally developed by
the U.S. physician E.M. Jellinek in the 1950’s [11], and broadly denotes someone who is
unable to drink ‘normally’; i.e., in the same way as ordinary people. People who drink
heavily but who do not suffer many consequences are believed to be in a prodromal phase.
Behind Jellinek’s description lay primarily interviews and experiences with patients visiting
clinical settings, as well as individuals encountered in self-help groups such as Alcoholics
Anonymous. Alcohol dependence is seen as a chronically relapsing disorder with something
of a core entity separating them from other drinkers. While this distinction is tightly
connected with the AA tradition in its search for a core entity, modern neurobiological
research has also adopted this perspective, conceptualizing addiction as a brain disease and/or
as a result of genetic predispositions [12, 13].
A key element in all clinical work involves diagnosing individuals, which in psychiatric
contexts often is done with the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM). The DSM version
prior to the current DSM-5 (DSM-IV), made a distinction between alcohol abuse and alcohol
dependence, where abuse primarily indicated a use causing harm to self or others, and
dependence primarily indicated withdrawal symptoms and repeated failures in quitting. With
the DSM-5, this distinction has disappeared. Alcohol Use Disorder (AUD) is now, instead,
defined as a dimensional diagnosis with 11 criteria (see figure 2), where 2-3 criteria indicate a
mild AUD, 4-5 criteria indicate a moderate AUD and 6-11 criteria indicate a severe AUD
[14]. See Figure 1.
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1) Using alcohol in larger amounts or for longer than you meant to
2) Wanting to cut down or stop using alcohol but not managing to
3) Spending a lot of time getting, using, or recovering from use of alcohol
4) Cravings and urges to use the alcohol
5) Not managing to do what you should at work, home or school, because of alcohol
use
6) Continuing to use alcohol, even when it causes problems in relationships
7) Giving up important social, occupational or recreational activities because of
alcohol use
8) Using alcohol again and again, even when it puts you in danger
9) Continuing to use, even when you know you have a physical or psychological
problem that could have been caused or made worse by the alcohol
10) Needing more alcohol to get the effect you want (tolerance)
11) Development of withdrawal symptoms, which can be relieved by using more
alcohol.
Figure 1. DSM-5 criteria for alcohol use disorders [14]

The term addiction is a broadly applied term considered to be synonymous with dependence,
i.e. a severe form of attachment to a substance or behavior. There have been many attempts to
define addiction. Below are four examples, presented in a condensed form.
Edwards (1976)[15]
•

Addiction is a syndrome of disorders

•

“Primary symptoms” of the syndrome and “secondary damage” are separated

West & Brown (2013)[16]
•

Addiction is a motivational dysfunction that can be explained by PRIME theory (Plans,
Responses, Impulses, Motives, Evaluations): a hierarchical representation of the
motivational system as a template for human behavior

•

Addiction arises out of a failure of balancing input, leading the system down maladaptive
paths in which an unhealthy priority is given to certain behaviors

Bühringer et al (2008)[17]
•

Addiction is an imbalance between an automatic “impulsive” system and a higher order
“reflective” system
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•

Impaired cognitive control is a vulnerability factor or proximal risk factor for the onset of
addiction and an important moderator in cessation processes

Volkow et al. (2009)[18]
•

Addiction is a brain disease

•

Prefrontal and striatal deregulation lead to loss of control and compulsive drug intake
when the person takes the substance or is exposed to conditioned cues

The public health perspective
The public health perspective on alcohol problems took form during the 1970’s, and was in
essence a reaction to the then prevailing clinical perspective, according to which individuals
in treatment were the main target of research. Instead of focusing on the individual in alcohol
treatment; i.e., “the alcoholic”, the public health perspective considers the general population
as its prime focus, emphasizing that alcohol–related problems are found not only among the
heavy drinkers in clinics, but among the entire drinking population, although admittedly in
various degrees [10]. Several concepts have been central to the emergence of the public
health perspective on alcohol problems. One such concept is the ‘total consumption model’,
originally developed by the French sociologist Ledermann and subsequently developed by
Skog [19]. This model states that the total alcohol consumption in a society is positively
related to alcohol-related problems as a whole, i.e. the higher average alcohol consumption in
a society, the greater the number of individuals with alcohol-related problems will be.
Accordingly, to prevent alcohol-related problems, instruments that reduce the total
consumption in a society provide the greatest benefit, in particular policies affecting price and
availability of alcohol [8]. Another important development was that of sophisticated survey
research, which was important in developing an understanding of the distribution of alcohol
consumption in the general population, and in developing tools to estimate the number of
problem drinkers in the general population not receiving treatment, i.e. “the treatment gap”
[10]. Survey research has had and continues to have a major impact on the WHO yearly
reports on global alcohol consumption [20]. A third influential concept in the consolidation of
the public health perspective was the ‘prevention paradox’ theory which states that a large
number of people at small risk give rise to more disease and higher cost to society than a
small number of people at high risk and accordingly, it may often be more effective to
produce small changes in the population than to focus on the smaller group at high risk [21].
Although this epidemiological theory originally was applied to a public health approach in
reducing high blood pressure, it was soon incorporated into the public health approach to
alcohol problems.
5

Table 1. Differences in research focus between the clinical and public health perspective

The clinical perspective
People in alcohol treatment

The public health perspective
People in the general population reporting alcohol problems

Differences between the clinical and public health perspective
From a public health perspective, the clinical perspective creates an arbitrary dichotomy
between disordered and non-disordered alcohol consumption. Not only is this dichotomy
considered false, it may also be damaging, as it often leads to ignorance of effective public
health approaches. Public health researchers have questioned commonly recurring claims that
dependence is best understood as a ‘chronically relapsing disorder’ caused by brain
dysfunctions and genetic predispositions [12, 13], and instead point to the fact that, according
to survey data, the majority of people who meet criteria for alcohol dependence 1) do not
seek treatment, 2) resolve their alcohol dependence with time and 3) do not relapse
repeatedly. Also, the clinical perspective runs the risk of creating a ‘self-fulfilling prophecy’
among patients, when they are told that they have a chronic disorder from which they cannot
be cured [22]. From a clinical perspective, on the other hand, the public health perspective
ignores important experiences of some of those who cannot control their use, and also ignores
the large body of research implicating brain dysfunctions and genetic predispositions in the
development of substance use disorder [13].
1.4

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES

During the past 70 years, the range and number of services for people with alcohol problems
has increased dramatically [8]. After World War II, many countries invested in establishing
permanent treatment services as a public health response to the major negative consequences
of alcohol on society, which ultimately led to an established service system. Treatment for
AUD was placed in specialized addiction services within health care, both in-patient (usually
restricted to detoxification) and out-patient, in social welfare agencies and, to a less degree, in
primary care [8].
There is an abundance of different psychosocial approaches that have been developed
specifically for people with alcohol problems [23, 24]. The evidence on alcohol treatment can
be divided into three categories: mutual-help approaches, formal treatment and secondary
prevention [8]. Below, the most common and evidence-based alternatives within each
category are presented.
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1.4.1

Mutual-help approaches: Alcoholics Anonymous

Alcoholic Anonymous (AA) is the most well-known mutual-help organization in the world.
Developed in the United States during the 1930’s, AA is an international organization
composed of recovering alcoholics who offer each other emotional support through weekly
anonymous meetings [25]. It considers total abstinence the primary goal of treatment. AA
assumes substance dependence to be a spiritual disease, and the foundation for recovery is the
12 ‘steps’ that any participant is encouraged to go through in order to reconcile with one’s
past [26]. Importantly, the AA movement believes alcohol dependence to be a chronically
relapsing disorder, and therefore encourages participants to keep coming to meetings
indefinitely, also after having achieved abstinence. As AA is not really a treatment per se, a
standardized version of AA, Twelve Step Facilitation (TSF), is often used when scientifically
evaluating its effectiveness. A Cochrane review published in 2006 states that evidence for the
effectiveness of AA and TSF is inconclusive, that selection bias is a common problem in their
evaluation, and that more controlled efficacy studies are needed [27].
1.4.2

Formal treatment: Relapse prevention and Community Reinforcement
Approach

Several treatment forms based on cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) have been developed. In
relapse prevention (RP), the primary focus of treatment lies on 1) identifying the needs
currently being met by drinking alcohol, and 2) developing coping skills that provide
alternative ways of meeting those needs [28]. By doing this, the risk of relapsing to drinking
as a way of meeting these needs decreases. From a CBT perspective, AUD is a maladaptive
way of coping with problems that has developed as a set of learned behaviors acquired
through experience. Thus, if alcohol on repeated occasions has had reinforcing effects, it may
become the preferred way of achieving those effects [29]. RP was developed during the
1970’s and was highly controversial when it first came, since, at the time, even mentioning
relapse in treatment was considered as giving patients implicit permission to start drinking
again. RP is a treatment method developed to be used in alcohol treatment but the principles
have been applied on a wide range of problem behaviors such as gambling, eating disorders
and sexually risky behaviors [28]. Community Reinforcement Approach Family Therapy
(CRAFT) is another form of CBT treatment that focuses on changing the environment
surrounding the drinker to make it more reinforcing of sober behavior, often by including and
engaging family members and significant others [30]. There is evidence that CRAFT is
effective, particularly among treatment resistant individuals [31].
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1.4.3 Secondary prevention: Brief intervention and Motivational Interviewing
Brief interventions (BI) are a set of principles regarding interventions developed from the
public health perspective on alcohol problems [32]. Nick Heather, one of its central figures,
has described BI as an umbrella term encompassing ‘practices that aim to identify a real or
potential alcohol problem and motivate an individual to do something about it’ [33]. BI is
intended as secondary prevention, i.e. for people not actively seeking treatment for alcohol
problems, but who may be in the process of developing such problems. The opportunistic
approach of BI stems from the knowledge that people with alcohol problems rarely seek
formal treatment [34]. The application of BI has quite naturally come to focus on delivery by
physicians or nurses in primary care, a setting where many people seek treatment for somatic
conditions associated with excessive alcohol consumption. The content of BI varies; usually
current alcohol consumption is screened, after which some form of advice is offered on how
to quit or cut down. Sometimes BI can contain a form of ‘condensed CBT’, for example tips
on coping skills. Usually, controlled drinking rather than complete abstinence is promoted.
However, the brevity of the intervention, usually one or a few sessions, is central to its
concept [35]. The first trial of a BI was conducted in an emergency ward in the late 1950’s,
and showed that simple advice from a doctor or nurse significantly increased the chance of
patients in inpatient treatment seeking outpatient treatment after acquittal [36]. Despite the
success of this early study, research on brief interventions did not take off until the 1980’s,
when a series of studies were conducted sparking a research agenda that has moved from
efficacy to pragmatic trials and large scale implementation programs [37-40]. There is
evidence that BI can be as effective as more extended treatments, at least in some contexts
[24, 41]. A large body of evidence supports the efficacy of BI in primary care [42], while
evidence of its efficacy in other contexts is scarce [41]. A related tradition is that of
motivational interviewing (MI), a brief counselling method that intends, by way of different
techniques and principles, to evoke the individual’s commitment to changing a problematic
behavior [43]. A standardized form of MI is Motivational Enhancement Therapy (MET),
which has been found to be effective both in clinical and general populations [24].
1.4.4 Pharmacological treatment
There are currently three available evidence-based pharmacological treatments; The first drug
to be used specifically for alcohol problems, disulfiram, is intended as a deterrent for the user
from alcohol use, due to the adverse effects it produces in combination with alcohol such as
nausea and dizziness. It has been shown to render small short-term effects, in particular when
administered under supervision [44]. There are also two pharmacological “anti-craving”
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drugs available, Acamprosate [45] and Naltrexone [46], which have been shown to render
modest effect sizes [47, 48].
1.4.5 General findings about treatment effects in alcohol treatment
Although a range of different treatment options exists for people with AUD with different
theoretical frameworks, rationales and levels of intensity, several large-scale trials have failed
to find differential effects when comparing different psychological treatments as well as
when comparing pharmacological and psychological treatments [49-52]. A meta-analysis,
correcting for allegiance among researchers, has confirmed these findings among
psychological treatments (see Figure 2) [53]. Importantly, more intensive clinical treatments,
such as RP or TSF, are not necessarily more effective than less intensive treatments such as
BI or MI [41]. Thus, intensity of the treatment does not seem to be related to outcome.
Analogous to the infamous ‘dodo bird’ debate on psychotherapy and ‘common factors’ [54],
these results have generated a scientific discussion about whether identifying the active
ingredients of psychological treatment for alcohol problems is a more worthwhile endeavor
than focusing on evaluating different treatment rationales [55-57].
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Figure 2. Comparisons of different alcohol treatments. Squares indicate actual differential effect size
(Cohen’s d), ovals indicate absolute value of each d i f f e r e n t i a l effect size corrected for allegiance.
Wampold et al 2008. Reprinted with permission from American Psychological Association [53]

1.4.6 What predicts treatment effect in alcohol treatment?
Successfully identifying predictors of treatment outcome has proven to be a somewhat
elusive quest. Predictors that are significant in one study are not always significant in
subsequent studies, and sometimes the direction of prediction is reversed [58]. A literature
review on predictors of alcohol treatment outcome was published in 1977. This review
concluded that although there were no consistently significant predictors, two demographic
factors (being employed and being married) and one treatment history factor (previous
contact with Alcoholics Anonymous) were consistently found to be positive predictors in
the majority of studies [59]. The only systematic review of predictors in alcohol treatment
was published in 2009. This review suggested that a low degree of psychiatric comorbidity
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and four alcohol-related factors (low degree of dependence severity, high alcohol-related
self-efficacy, high motivation and having abstinence as a treatment goal) were the most
consistent positive predictors [60].
1.5

INTERNET TREATMENT

1.5.1 Internet interventions – clinical and public health approaches
Internet interventions have by now been studied for over 20 years, and there is a large body
of evidence supporting its relevance and effectiveness. There are two different traditions
within the field of internet interventions [61], that largely echo the division of the “two
worlds of alcohol problems” previously mentioned. First, there is a clinical tradition that sees
internet interventions primarily as a development and extension of clinical alternatives aside
regular face-to-face therapy [62, 63]. In these interventions (often referred to as ICBT),
manuals are quite extensive akin to the bibliotherapy tradition within CBT, and there is often
a therapist guiding the user through the intervention. Further, diagnostic assessments are
largely a prerequisite, as clinical generalizations are essential [64]. Secondly, there is a public
health tradition that sees internet interventions as an avenue for secondary prevention, with
the potential to attract people in the general population who may not yet realize that they have
a problem, or who for some reason are reluctant to seek help within the health care system. In
this later tradition, the texts are briefer, diagnostic assessments are not relevant as the
interventions are not intended to be used in clinic, and therapists are not involved in the
delivery [61].
1.5.2

Advantages of internet interventions

Anonymity is often heralded as a central argument for internet interventions, but one can
distinguish between different forms of anonymity; it can mean complete anonymity, in the
sense that the user registers no personal information or minimal such information to get
access to the intervention. This form of anonymity is more commonly stressed in the public
health tradition. It can also refer to physical anonymity, in the sense that the user does not
have to visit a local clinic to access the intervention, and risk being seen there by other
members of the community. Other commonly mentioned advantages of Internet interventions
are that they are accessible anytime and that they are geographically boundless. Using the
Internet may also increase access to evidence based treatment for a larger number of people,
and also be cost effective in terms of less therapist time [65]. Table 2 summarizes commonly
mentioned advantages of internet interventions.
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Table 2. Commonly mentioned advantages of internet interventions

For the user
• Complete anonymity - “being invisible”, not having to register or give out your name
• Physical anonymity - not having to physically visit a treatment center and risk being seen
by others in the community
For health care
• Cost-effectiveness - being able to help more patients at a low cost
• Accessibility - overcoming geographical boundaries for people who live in remote areas
• Evidence-based treatment – consistent treatment delivery, avoiding ‘therapist drift’

1.5.3 Using the Internet to help people with alcohol problems
Because it is well-known that the vast majority of people with alcohol problems never seek
treatment [34], there has been great enthusiasm among public health researchers about the
possibilities of Internet interventions for alcohol problems [66]. It has been proposed that the
Internet could be an attractive alternative for the large group of problem drinkers in the
general population who are reluctant to seek treatment, mainly due to the anonymity provided
on the Internet which may circumvent the stigma often reported as the major obstacle to
seeking help in clinical settings [67]. The anonymity aspect seems to be more frequently
stressed in the alcohol internet interventions literature [65], while accessibility and costeffectiveness is more commonly referred to in the depression and anxiety internet
interventions literature [62].
Most internet interventions for alcohol problems fall into one of two categories: electronic
Screening and Brief Interventions (eSBIs) or CBT programs.
eSBIs
eSBI, the most common Internet intervention for alcohol problems [65], is a form of
electronically delivered BI typically taking no more than 10-15 minutes to complete. These
interventions are based on the same theoretical framework as BI [68], and consist of asking
participants a short series of questions about their drinking and then providing them
automatic personalized and normative feedback based on the answers given. Often, the
participant is informed about their individual risk of developing alcohol-related problems and
how their alcohol consumption compares to norm groups. Participants are then given some
standard tips about how to reduce their alcohol consumption. As with BI, eSBIs are primarily
considered secondary prevention i.e intended for those who are in the process of developing
problems, and controlled drinking rather than abstinence is usually considered the goal. The
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vast majority of studies on eSBIs have targeted college students, a group known for having
high levels of binge drinking. In the US, two out of five college students are heavy drinkers,
defined as having had 5 or more drinks during the last two weeks [69]. Systematic reviews on
eSBIs used in college drinking populations have suggested that these interventions can render
small reductions in both frequency and quantity of alcohol consumption [70-72]. However,
the evidence here is mixed. Other reviews have found no significant differences between
intervention and control groups among college students [73]. eSBIs have also been studied in
the general public, with participants being recruited online or via ads in the media [74]. A
systematic review of effects of eSBIs in the general public, where studies on college students
were excluded, showed that effect sizes were in the small-to-moderate range [75].
Cognitive behavioral therapy programs
Aside from eSBIs, a number of CBT programs for alcohol problems have been developed
and tested. These interventions are usually intended to be used for several consecutive weeks,
and typically consist of 6-8 modules covering the main pillars of relapse prevention [76];
identifying risk situations, teaching coping skills and dealing with relapses. Examples of such
interventions are DownYourDrink, developed and tested in the UK [77], MinderDrinken,
developed and tested in Holland [77, 78] and Alkoholhjälpen developed and tested in Sweden
[79]. No systematic reviews have been published looking specifically at CBT programs.
Comparisons of eSBIs and cognitive behavioral treatment programs
Although no systematic reviews have looked specifically at CBT programs, two metaanalyses have performed sub-analyses on type of intervention (eSBI or CBT program). The
first of these found that CBT programs rendered a higher effect size (g=0.61) compared to
eSBIs (g=0.27) [80], but the subsequent systematic review found no significant differences
[75].
For a more elaborate overview of the effectiveness of alcohol internet interventions, see a
recent review of systematic reviews [81] (also included in this thesis as Appendix).
1.5.4 The issue of therapist guidance
There is evidence suggesting that therapist guidance augments the effects of internet
treatment [82], and that it can even be as effective as face-to-face treatment when it comes to
psychiatric disorders such as depression and anxiety, and behavioral medicine conditions
such as tinnitus and sleep difficulties [83]. This evidence has led to therapist-guided internet
treatment being implemented within routine health care in countries such as Sweden [64],
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Norway [84], Canada [85] and Australia [86]. However, only one review has addressed the
significance of therapist guidance in interventions about alcohol problems [75]. In this
review, no significant differences were found between internet interventions with and without
guidance. However, the authors of the review conclude that there is still a shortage of studies
on interventions with guidance and that more studies on this topic are warranted.
Only two studies investigating a full CBT program with therapist guidance for alcohol
problems have been published. In the first study, one group had access to a CBT program and
was also given 8 chat sessions with a therapist, one group was only offered the CBT program
without therapist guidance and a third group was put on a waiting list. The results showed
that there was a significant difference in alcohol consumption favoring the guidance group
over the unguided group 6 months after randomization but not immediately after treatment.
The differential effect size was moderate [87]. In the other study, one group was given access
to a CBT program with synchronous messages from a therapist and one group was put on a
waiting list. After treatment, the participants in the therapist group had reduced their
consumption significantly compared to the waiting list control group. The differential effect
size was large [88].
Neither of these two studies included proper diagnostic assessments of participants, but relied
instead on self-report questionnaires and reports of recent alcohol consumption when
assessing severity of alcohol problems. The most recent systematic review published noted
the lack of studies that include therapist guidance and diagnostic assessments in internet
treatment for alcohol problems [89].
1.5.5 What predicts outcome in alcohol internet interventions?
Two studies have investigated predictors of outcome in internet interventions for alcohol
problems. Riper and colleagues found that female gender and a higher level of education
predicted positive treatment outcomes 12 months after randomization [90]. Blankers and
colleagues found that having a shared living situation and high interpersonal sensitivity
predicted positive outcome six months after randomization [91]. Outcome has not been the
only focus in prediction analyses. As internet interventions generally suffer from high
attrition rates [92], several studies have investigated predictors of attrition (or its opposite –
retention). Postel and colleagues found that higher treatment readiness, higher age and
lower baseline consumption predicted retention [93] and Murray and colleagues found that
higher age, being of female gender, having a university degree and not having children
were related to retention [94].
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1.6 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Before this doctoral project started, the internet interventions for alcohol problems studied
had mainly been aimed at college students or a less severe segment of the general population
with alcohol problems [89]. There were no internet treatments that had been developed
specifically for individuals with an AUD, i.e. a high level of severity. Further, there was still
a knowledge gap concerning the relevance of therapist guidance in alcohol internet
interventions. First, the question of whether therapist guidance has an additive effect was not
clear, as the only study on a CBT program with and without therapist guidance showed a
medium between-group effect size six months after randomization, while a meta-analysis
showed no differences between guided and unguided interventions (the guided interventions
included in this review were almost all eSBIs delivered within a primary care context).
Second, no alcohol internet studies had included proper diagnostic assessments with
participants, hampering generalizations to the clinical population. Thirdly, little is still known
about which participants benefit most from this form of treatment. The general aim of this
thesis was therefore to develop, test and evaluate therapist-guided internet treatment for
people with a diagnosed AUD.
Specific research questions were:
Study I: Is a CBT program more effective in reducing alcohol consumption with therapist
guidance than without for individuals with alcohol problems?
Study II: Is high-intensity therapist-guided internet treatment an acceptable, feasible and
potentially effective treatment for individuals with AUD?
Study III: Is high-intensity therapist-guided internet treatment more effective than lowintensity non-guided treatment, and are both of these more effective than a wait list control
group?
Study IV: What factors predict who benefits from internet-based treatment for AUD?
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2. SUMMARY OF THE EMPIRICAL STUDIES
2.1 THE TREATMENT PROGRAMS
2.1.1 eChange (studies I and III)
This treatment program was a translation and adaptation of a program originally developed
by Trimbos-Instituut in Holland, subsequently evaluated in an RCT [87]. The content of the
program is based on traditional relapse prevention [76], i.e. analyzing risk situations and
developing skills to cope with these situations (see Table 4 for module content). Each module
consists of a text (equaling about 1-2 pages) with homework assignments and a worksheet.
The program has a built-in message system where user and therapist can interact either
synchronously or asynchronously. In study I, the program was delivered through a technical
platform used within Stockholm Dependency Centre. In study III, the treatment was delivered
through the technical platform within the Internet Psychiatry Clinic, a routine care clinic in
Stockholm, Sweden since 2008. In the later study, a finishing module (Module 9) was added
to eChange to make the comparison to adjust the time period to the other treatment (ePlus).
Table 4. Overview of treatment modules in eChange (Study I, III and IV)
Module

Purpose of module

Homework assignment

Module 1
Pros and cons of
drinking

To help the participant reflect about pros
and cons of drinking
To inform about abstinence and how to
deal with it (only Study III)
To set a goal for alcohol consumption
during the treatment

- Make a decisional balance

Module 3
Self-control skills
Module 4
Analyzing risk
situations
Module 5
Dealing with
craving
Module 6
Dealing with
feelings about
alcohol
Module 7
Dealing with
social situations

To learn skills to control certain
situations
To learn what risk situations are, and
how to analyze them

- Make notes on how and when to practice
these skills
- Complete a behavioral analysis of one’s
own risk situations

To learn about craving and ways of
dealing with it

Module 8
Relapse plan

To learn about the concept of relapse,
and predict situations that could make it
harder to resist drinking
To summarize the treatment and look
towards the future

- Make notes on how to deal with craving:
Who can you call when you feel craving?
What can you do to distract yourself?
- Make notes on which feelings about
alcohol occur most frequently
- Make a situational analysis and choose
which specific coping strategies to use
- Practice saying no with a friend or in front
of a mirror
- Write down answers to specific situations
presented in the text
- Formulate a relapse plan

Module 2
Goal setting

Module 9
Finishing module
(study III)

To learn about what feelings commonly
occur among people who have just begun
changing their alcohol habits
To learn about why it can be hard to say
no to alcohol in social situations

- Set an alcohol consumption goal during
treatment (abstinence or moderate drinking)
- Explore and formulate core values in life

- Review the initial alcohol consumption goal
formulated in Module 2
- Set goals for the future, after treatment
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2.1.2 ePlus (studies II, III and IV)
This treatment program was developed by the research group after data collection for study I
was complete. The purpose was to develop a more extended program than the previous one,
specifically intended to be used with therapist guidance, and similar in length and intensity to
other treatment programs implemented at the Internet Psychiatry Clinic in Stockholm [64].
The content was based on relapse prevention [76], with additional inspiration from other
psychotherapeutic traditions such as cognitive therapy [95], Motivational Interviewing [43]
and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy [96] (see Table 5 for module content). Each
module consisted of a text about the module theme (equaling about 3-4 pages) and a
worksheet with questions pertaining to the text, or space where the participant could report to
the therapist about homework. Most modules also contained a film-clip that served to
illustrate the module theme (for example “What is craving?”). In addition to the modules and
worksheets, the program had a built-in message system where the participant and the
therapist could interact asynchronously. The treatment was delivered through the technical
platform within the Internet Psychiatry Clinic.
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Table 5. Overview of treatment modules in ePlus (Study II, III and IV)
Module

Purpose of module

Homework assignment

Module 1
Alcohol Education

To learn about the effects of alcohol on
body and mind and about tolerance and
abstinence

- Questions pertaining to the text

Module 2
Pros and cons of
drinking
Module 3
Goals and values

To help the participant reflect about pros
and cons of drinking

- Make a decisional balance

To learn the difference between goals and
values, and why these are important to
establish at the beginning of treatment
To learn what risk situations are, and how
to analyze them

- Set an alcohol consumption goal during
treatment (abstinence/moderate drinking)
- Explore/formulate core values in life
- Complete a behavioral analysis of one’s
own risk situations

To learn about craving and ways of
dealing with it

- Make notes on how to deal with craving:
Who can you call when you feel craving?
What can you do to distract yourself?
-Make notes on which thoughts about
alcohol occur most frequently
- Make a situational analysis and choose
which specific coping strategies to use
when the thoughts appear
- Practice saying no with a friend or in
front of a mirror
- Write down answers to specific
situations presented in the text
- List activities to engage in that do not
include alcohol
- Draw up a time schedule for doing them
- To, step by step, apply problem solving
in at least one situation

Module 4
Analyzing risk
situations
Module 5
Dealing with
craving
Module 6
Dealing with
thoughts about
alcohol

To learn about what thoughts commonly
occur among people who have just begun
changing their alcohol habits

Module 7
Dealing with social
situations

To learn about why it can be hard to say
no to alcohol in social situations

Module 8
Finding other
activities
Module 9
Problem solving

To learn about the ”reward trap” (using
alcohol as a reward), and the importance
of finding other meaningful activities
To learn about stress, how it is sometimes
associated with alcohol use, and about
problem solving as a technique
To learn about negative thoughts and
about coping strategies to deal with them,
such as cognitive restructuring and other
cognitive therapy skills
To learn about the importance of
identifying small, seemingly irrelevant
decisions that could lead to drinking
To learn about the concept of relapse, and
predict situations that could make it harder
to resist drinking
To summarize the treatment and look
towards the future

Module 10
Negative thoughts
and interpretation
traps
Module 11
Seemingly
irrelevant decisions
Module 12
Relapse plan
Module 13
Life without alcohol
problems
Optional Module
About relapses and
setbacks

To reflect on the situation in which the
relapse/setback occurred (for participants
reporting a setback during treatment to the
therapist)

- Complete a behavioral analysis of
negative thoughts and challenging these
thoughts
- Make notes on a situation where
irrelevant decisions were involved in one’s
drinking
- Formulate a relapse plan
- Review the initial alcohol consumption
goal formulated in Module 2
- Set goals for the future
- Make a situational analysis and prepare
for how to cope with a similar future
situation
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Figure 4. Screenshot of eChange in the platform used in study I

Figure 5. Screenshot of ePlus in the platform used in studies II, III and IV
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2.2 MEASURES
Primary outcome
The primary outcome in all studies was alcohol consumption as measured with the Time Line
Follow Back (TLFB), a calendar method where the participant reports number of drinks
consumed during a given time frame [97, 98]. In all studies, the given time frame was the
preceding week. In study II and III, heavy drinking days (HDD), defined as ≥4 drinks per day
for women/≥5 drinks per day for men, was also aggregated. In study IV, the outcome “lowrisk drinking” was calculated from TLFB, and was defined as ≤9 drinks preceding week and
no HDD for women and ≤14 drinks preceding week and no HDD for men.
Secondary outcomes
Several other secondary outcome measures were used in these studies but are not presented
here, see relevant scientific papers in the thesis.
2.3

THE STUDIES

Table 6. Characteristics of the three outcome studies

Study aim

Study I
To evaluate effects of
eChange with and
without guidance

Sample
source
Design
Assessment
points

Visitors to self-help
site
RCT, three groups
Screening-Post

Sample size
Female
Age

80
60%
42.3

Study II
To evaluate acceptability and
preliminary effects of highintensity internet treatment
(ePlus with guidance)
Visitors to self-help site

Study III
To evaluate effects of high-intensity
(ePlus with guidance) vs low-intensity
(eChange with no guidance) internet
treatment and a wait list control group
Internet help-seekers

Open study, one group
Screening - Pre-treatment Mid1 - Mid2 – Post - Threemonth Follow-up
13
69%
49.5

RCT, three groups
Screening - Pre-treatment - Mid1 Mid2 – Post - Three-month Follow-up
166
51%
53.2

Study I
Aim
The aim of study I was to evaluate the effects of eChange with and without guidance for
people with problematic alcohol use.
Methods
The eight-module internet-based program eChange was tested among 80 participants with
an Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) score of ≥6 for women and ≥8 for
men, recruited online from the open access website www.alkoholhjalpen.se and then
randomized into three different groups. All groups were offered eChange, but participants
in two of the three groups also received therapist guidance. One of the guidance groups was
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given a choice between receiving guidance via asynchronous text messages or via
synchronous text-based chat, while the other guidance group received guidance via
asynchronous text messages only. Participant data were collected at screening and
immediately post-treatment.
Results
In the choice group, 65% (13 of 20 participants) chose guidance via asynchronous text
messages. Participants in the therapist-guided group completed 58% of the module work
sheets and the non-guided group completed 21%. Attrition was 39% at post-treatment (10
weeks). An intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis showed that participants in the two guidance
groups (choice and messages) combined reported significantly lower past week alcohol
consumption compared to the group without guidance; m=10.8 drinks (sd=12.1) versus
m=22.6 drinks (sd=18.4); p=≤0.001; Cohen’s d = 0.77. A higher proportion of participants
in the guidance groups said that they would recommend the treatment to a friend compared
to the group without guidance (87% vs 47%).
Methodological considerations
Attrition was quite large in this study, and we handled this statistically by performing
multiple imputation. Imputation is always a second-hand option in analyses and constitutes
a limitation to any interpretation of data. Further, with an attrition of 20% in the combined
guidance group and 52.5% in the self-help group, differential attrition was high.
Differential attrition is a threat to internal validity as it may be related to for example
perceived efficacy or tolerability of the interventions. Differences in attrition in this study
might have also been a result of the fact that participants were informed at recruitment that
two groups would receive guidance from a therapist and one group would not. Those who
at recruitment were interested in receiving such guidance but were randomized to self-help,
may have discontinued the intervention for that very reason. Another limitation is the
absence of a parallel wait-list control group. Any causal effect of the intervention beyond
the added effects of guidance was thus not possible to assess. It is possible that the
reductions in alcohol consumption observed in either of the groups would have been similar
in a wait-list control group. Furthermore, as we only included a follow-up at post-treatment.
we cannot say whether the changes observed were temporary or long-term.
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Study II
Aim
The aim of study II was to evaluate the feasibility and preliminary effects of ePlus for
people with alcohol use disorder.
Methods
The 13-module internet-based program ePlus was tested among thirteen participants
recruited through the alcohol self-help web site www.alkoholhjalpen.se and, after initial
internet screening, diagnostically assessed by telephone. Inclusion criteria were 1) having
an AUDIT score of ≥14 for women and ≥16 for men and 3) having ≥2 positive AUD
criteria in a diagnostic telephone assessment. Eligible participants were offered access to
ePlus with therapist guidance.
Results
According to the diagnostic assessments, 62% of participants had a severe AUD (more than
5 positive criteria). Participants completed 59% of the module work sheets. No attrition
occurred in this study. Significant reductions in alcohol consumption were found posttreatment (m=10.3 drinks; sd=10.8; p=≤0.001; Cohen’s d =1.00) and at the three-month
follow-up (m=5.1 drinks; sd=7.9; p=≤0.001; Cohen’s d =1.20).
Methodological considerations
This was a pilot study intended to test feasibility and preliminary effects, as preparation for
a proper randomized trial. The sample size was small, and obviously limits any conclusions
about effects. A limitation inherent in the design is the lack of control group. Use of a
control group is always necessary to establish causality, as changes observed among
participants could be due to the treatment but could also be due to the passage of time or
other co-occurring factors. A control group might even be particularly important when
attempting to establish efficacy of interventions for alcohol problems, given that many
people seem to be able to stop or reduce their drinking on their own without any or little
help. Further, the average alcohol consumption at screening was 23.1 drinks during
preceding week among participants, which is low compared to most studies of this kind. As
alcohol consumption during the preceding week was not an inclusion criterion, three
participants had a very low or no alcohol consumption at screening. The inclusion of these
participants meant that there was little or no room for them to change in the primary
outcome. It might also indicate that some participants in this trial may have had a lower
severity of problems compared to our other studies.
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Study III
Aim
The aim of study III was to compare alcohol outcomes between ePlus (therapist-guided
high-intensity internet treatment), eChange (non-guided low-intensity internet treatment)
and a waitlist control group, for people with AUD. We also wanted to study potential
negative effects of treatment [99].
Methods
In this study, 166 participants were recruited online through Google Adwords, information
posts on Facebook and the health app Remente. Inclusion criteria were 1) having a past week
alcohol consumption of ≥11 standard drinks for women and ≥14 standard drinks for men, 2)
having an AUDIT score of ≥14 for women and ≥16 for men and 3) having ≥2 positive AUD
criteria in a diagnostic telephone assessment. Included participants were randomized to three
groups; 1) ePlus (high-intensity treatment) 2) eChange (low-intensity treatment) and 3) a
wait-list control group.
Results
According to the diagnostic interviews, 75% had a severe AUD (more than 5 positive
criteria). Participants in ePlus and eChange completed 65% and 66% of the module work
sheets respectively. Negative effects were reported by 8% in the high-intensity group, and 7%
in the low-intensity group. Attrition was 13% at post-treatment and 24% at the three-month
follow-up. An ITT analysis showed that participants in ePlus consumed significantly fewer
standard drinks compared to WLC (-10.11 drinks per week, p=≤0.01, Cohen’s d=0.74) and
significantly fewer HDD compared to both WLC (-1.30 HDD/week, p=≤0.01, Cohen’s
d=0.79) and eChange (-0.61 HDD/week, p=≤0.05, Cohen’s d=0.35). At the three-month
follow up, no significant differences in alcohol consumption (standard drinks or HDD) were
observed between ePlus and eChange.
Methodological considerations
To our knowledge, this is the first time that a thorough diagnostic assessment of AUD was
used as an inclusion criterion in a randomized trial of an internet treatment focused on
reducing alcohol consumption, at least among studies conducted outside of the clinical
context. This makes generalizations to the clinical population more valid than previously
conducted studies on internet interventions for alcohol problems. Although our recruitment
method enables generalization to people with AUD recruited over the internet, this group
may not be representative for the population seen in a clinic. Unlike previous studies, we
included a wait-list control-group. However, wait-lists are not an optimal form of control
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group, as participants may ‘postpone’ any changes, while awaiting the intervention, thereby
inflating treatment effects [100]. An attention control, such as a discussion forum or
supportive online counselling, would perhaps have been preferable. A limitation to
interpretation of follow-up results is that the control group received their treatment after 12
weeks. Including a follow-up of the control group at three months would have facilitated
evaluation of longer-term treatment effects in relation to the waitlist condition. However,
the waitlist control group was offered treatment three months after recruitment for ethical
reasons. Lastly, we cannot say anything about long-term effects. One- and two-year followups including diagnostic telephone interviews, still to be conducted, may show changes
over the longer term in drinking levels.
Study IV
Aims
The aim of study IV was to investigate predictors of 1) adherence and 2) low-risk drinking
in internet treatment for people with AUD.
Methods
Data were obtained from study III, and participants in the treatment groups were combined
into one. Twenty-seven candidate predictors were then run in univariate logistic regressions
with two dependent outcomes: 1) adherence (defined as having completed more than 60% of
module work sheets) and 2) “low-risk drinking” at post-treatment and three-month follow-up,
as dependent outcomes. Significant predictors were then entered hierarchically through
domain-specific logistic regressions. In the final analysis, predictors still showing significant
effects were run in multiple logistic regressions.
Results
One factor emerged as predicting adherence to treatment; experiencing the treatment as
highly credible. Four factors emerged as significantly predicting low-risk drinking posttreatment: early abstinence, being of male gender and two personality factors, having a low
degree of antagonism and a high degree of alexithymia. Only one of the significant predictors
– pre-treatment abstinence – was also significant in the three-month follow-up multiple
regression.
Methodological considerations
In this study, we combined participants from the two groups in order to increase power.
However, this may have introduced problems in the interpretations of results, as
participants may have reacted differently to the two treatments. A solution to this would
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have been to investigate treatment as a moderator, but this would have decreased power and
reduced chances of finding predictors overall. Another issue that merits concern is the
explorative approach, which increased the risk for mass significance. As this was an
exploratory study with almost 30 potential predictors and three outcome variables, a large
number of significance tests were performed, raising the possibility of chance findings.
Furthermore, although we collapsed the two treatment groups into one thus increasing
power, the sample is still relatively small. The results should therefore be interpreted with
caution.
Table 7. Summary of alcohol consumption outcomes preceding week in studies I-III

Study
I

II

III

Measure
Standard
drinks
Standard
drinks
Heavy
drinking days
Standard
drinks
Heavy
drinking days

2.4

Screening

Post

3FU

Within-group effect size

Group

M (sd)

M (sd)

M (sd)

Guidance
No guidance

28.9 (18.2)
29.8 (15.4)

10.8 (12.2)
22.6 (18.4)

n/a
n/a

ScreeningPost
1.23
0.43

Screening3FU
n/a
n/a

23.4 (15.1)

10.3 (10.8)

5.1 (7.9)

1.00

1.20

3.5 (2.5)

1.5 (2.2)

0.7 (1.7)

0.82

1.30

34.2 (17.3)
33.9 (16.4)
32.0 (16.6)
4.0 (2.0)
4.0 (2.1)
3.4 (2.0)

10.7 (11.8)
14.8 (15.4)
20.8 (19.2)
1.1 (1.4)
1.7 (2.0)
2.4 (2.3)

17.4 (16.0)
14.8 (15.9)
n/a
1.9 (2.0)
1.7 (2.1)
n/a

1.59
1.23
0.64
1.69
1.09
0.45

0.95
1.21
n/a
1.06
1.06
n/a

Guidance
High intensity
Low intensity
Wait list
High intensity
Low intensity
Wait list

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The ethical considerations in this project mostly concerned the welfare and well-being of the
participants, and of those who wished to participate but were for some reason excluded. It
was important that the research group could provide practical support to participants who, for
example, may have felt worse during treatment due to abstinence symptoms. In studies II and
III, participants were informed about what abstinence is and what risks it entails, what signs
to look for and when they should consider seeking help for detoxification. Furthermore, in the
therapist guidance group in study III, participants were obliged to fill out Montgomery
Asberg Depression Rating Scale on a weekly basis. If a high score on the item reflecting
thoughts about suicide or self-harm, was reported, the participant was ‘flagged’ on the
platform. The therapist was then immediately informed about this when logging in, and was
able to take some form of action. Another important ethical aspect was for the research group
to function as mediators of referral to other treatment if such was deemed necessary for
participants for whom the Internet treatment was not enough. If someone in internet treatment
for example felt that they were in need of some other form of help, or if they were initially
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excluded, then the research group would offer assistance in helping the participant establish a
contact with relevant health care providers.
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3. GENERAL DISCUSSION
3.1 Primary findings
The overarching aim of this thesis was to investigate feasibility, acceptability and efficacy of
therapist-guided internet treatment for individuals with AUD. Three separate trials were
conducted; one pilot study and two RCTs.
3.1.1 Differences between guided and unguided internet treatment in studies I- III
Taken together, results from the pilot study and the two RCTs suggest that therapist-guided
internet treatment has a small to medium effect on alcohol consumption as measured
immediately after treatment compared to the unguided groups in these studies, but this effect
may not last beyond treatment completion.
Briefly stated, results from the three trials show that:
•

At post-treatment, the therapist-guided groups in studies I and III had reduced their
alcohol consumption to a significantly greater degree than the unguided groups (study I:
drinks; study III: heavy drinking days)

•

Only studies II and III included a three-month follow-up

•

Study II showed a further decline in alcohol consumption for the (guided) high-intensity
group at the three-month follow-up, but this study was small and did not include a
comparison group

•

In study III, the (guided) high-intensity group showed a small increase in consumption
(drinks and heavy drinking days) at three-month follow-up compared to post-treatment,
while the (unguided) low-intensity group reported virtually the same level of alcohol
consumption as at post-treatment

How come participants in the high-intensity group in study III increased their alcohol
consumption between post-treatment and the three-month follow-up while the low-intensity
group remained on the same level? A speculation is that participants in the high-intensity
group were more easily able to reduce their alcohol consumption initially with the help of
guidance and support from the therapist but that this resulted in an increased likelihood of
relapse when the therapist guidance eventually ended, while the low-intensity group,
receiving no therapist guidance, had a slightly slower reduction curve during and after
treatment but were nevertheless able to maintain this reduction on their own. Although the
results are a noteworthy observation, it should be stressed that differences between the
treatment groups at the three-month follow-up were quite small and non-significant. Also,
these results are the exact opposite of the previously mentioned study conducted in Holland,
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where significant differences in favor of guided internet treatment instead were found at the
three-month follow-up, but not post-treatment [87].
3.1.2 Differences between the unguided groups in studies I and III
Effect sizes are a useful tool when attempting to compare results across studies. Some
observations stand out when comparing effect sizes in standard drinks between the two
unguided groups in study I and III:
•

Between-group effect sizes between the guided and unguided groups were more than
twice as large in study I compared to study III (0.77 vs 0.30)

•

The within-group effect size for the unguided groups was moderate in study I (0.43)
and large in study III (1.23), even though the groups received the exact same
treatment content (eChange)

•

The unguided group in study III had the same within-group effect size as the guided
group in study I (1.23)

•

The within-group effect size for the wait-list control-group in study III was higher
than the within-group effect size for the unguided group in Study I (0.64 vs 0.43)

Further, there were large differences in adherence and attrition in the unguided groups. In the
unguided group in Study I, participants completed a mean of 1.5 modules (21%) while
participants in the unguided group in Study III completed a mean of 5.9 modules (66%),
roughly the same percentage as those in the guided group in the same study. The amount of
attrition in the unguided group in Study I was 47.5% and in Study III it was 14%.
What can these large differences between two unguided groups receiving the exact same
treatment be attributed to? Although there are several possible explanations, the different
inclusion processes in the studies is the most likely. In study III, all potential participants
underwent a diagnostic assessment interview with a psychologist, usually about 45 minutes
long. The purpose of this interview was to only include individuals with a diagnosed AUD.
However, assessment has been shown to also have a therapeutic effect, a phenomenon
commonly referred to in the alcohol treatment literature as assessment reactivity [101]. It has
for example been shown that comprehensiveness of assessment is directly related to
subsequent engagement in treatment [102-104]. Likely, the comprehensive diagnostic
assessment in Study III had a therapeutic effect on participants which perhaps promoted
engagement that added to, or synergized with, the subsequent effect of the treatment. A less
likely, but possible, explanation is that studies I and III had slightly different samples, due to
differing inclusion criteria. In Study III we wanted to reach a population with more severe
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alcohol problems. Therefore, a higher inclusion score on AUDIT was used, and in addition to
this, participants also had to have at least two positive AUD criteria according to the
diagnostic interview. However, despite these differences, the two instruments that were
applied in both studies (TLFB and AUDIT) were comparable at screening, suggesting that
participants in the studies had a similar severity of alcohol problems.
3.1.3 Is internet treatment for AUD acceptable and feasible?
The short answer is yes. In both studies II and III, a validated instrument of client satisfaction,
CSQ-8, was used [105], and results indicated that treatment satisfaction was excellent. In
study III, treatment satisfaction was significantly higher for the (guided) high-intensity group
compared to the (non-guided) low-intensity group. Few participants expressed clear dismay
with the treatment or other aspects of the study. Concerning feasibility in studies II and III,
attrition was low and adherence to treatment (modules completed) was acceptable and similar
to other internet treatments [106].
To illustrate participants’ perception of the therapist guidance specifically, some quotes from
telephone interviews in Study II are presented below:
-

I had not expected the therapist contact to feel so personal. It was suddenly easier to
reach someone than ever before! Without that contact I might as well just have gone
to the library.

-

I like writing, I didn’t feel the need to talk. … I wouldn’t have been able to have faceto-face therapy, as my work situation is so irregular.

-

If it would have been talk therapy, I would have dropped out. Here, it was I who
decided the pace. When someone else demands an answer from you immediately (like
in regular psychotherapy), you don’t have time to think.

-

When you write it down, you see it yourself. It’s very frustrating. Talking… can be
easier. When you write, it gives you more anxiety.

-

People talk so much. It’s nice to just be able to write down what’s important…. I’m
an inquisitive person, in a conversation I would have maybe asked too many
questions.

3.1.4 Are there negative effects of internet treatment for AUD?
Whenever a new treatment is investigated, potential negative effects should be studied.
Although this is standard when developing new pharmacological treatments, when it comes
to psychological treatments it is still rare [107]. Regarding internet treatment, exploration of
negative effects is even rarer, although it has received sizeable attention in recent years [99,
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108]. In this thesis, negative effects were evaluated in two studies; In study II, negative
effects were evaluated in post-treatment interviews; there was only one participant
mentioning a negative effect, and this individual dropped out of treatment due stress and
anxiety. In study III, negative effects were evaluated via an online questionnaire. Six
individuals in the high-intensity group and five in the low-intensity group reported negative
effects. The negative effects mostly consisted of disappointment with the progress made
during treatment. In comparison to other types of internet treatment, this was similar both in
prevalence and content [99].
3.1.5 Which individuals benefit most from internet treatment for AUD?
The purpose of Study IV was to investigate factors that might predict adherence and low-risk
drinking among participants in Study III. We found that one factor predicted adherence:
rating high credibility of treatment. Four factors predicted low-risk drinking post-treatment;
pre-treatment abstinence, male gender and two personality variables. Of these, pre-treatment
abstinence was the only factor predictive at both post-treatment and at the three-month
follow-up. Although this result is purely associative and not causal, this result could imply
that individuals should be encouraged to abstain from alcohol in the initial part of treatment.
This is supported by recent research showing that early abstinence in treatment is associated
with positive outcomes after treatment [109].
Another noteworthy finding was that men were significantly more likely to have a low-risk
drinking post-treatment than women. This is in conflict with some literature that has found
women to be more helped by treatment [60], but not with other [110]. The question of the
impact of gender is further complicated by the fact that men and women usually have
different cut-offs for inclusion and treatment response categorizations. This may lead to an
underestimation of effects on women, as it will be harder for women to reduce their
consumption to below the cut-off, than it will be for men [111]. In this study, the low-risk
drinking variable was indeed created based on these cut-offs, and may thus have unintended
consequences for the low-risk drinking outcome. By way of a sensitivity analysis looking at
change scores (screening - post-treatment) instead of low-risk drinking as outcome, we
assessed robustness of the finding that male gender was predictive of low-risk drinking. This
analysis showed that men and women had made comparable quantitative reductions,
implying that the treatment effect was similar among men and women. Although it is a matter
of debate which of these two analyses is preferable, it can at least be argued that in future
trials where different gender cut-offs are used to assess eligibility and/or generate treatment
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outcome, gender differences may be explored further with appropriate sensitivity analyses to
assess robustness of findings.
Two personality variables of the five-factor model were found to predict low-risk drinking;
alexithymia (corresponding to the FFM factor openness) and antagonism (corresponding to
the FFM factor agreeableness). Alexithymia denotes a difficulty in identifying and
communicating feelings, and has been linked to AUD factors [112]. Concerning
psychotherapy, it has been found to negatively predict outcomes following psychodynamic
psychotherapy, but not following CBT. The second factor associated with outcome, low
degree of antagonism, was unexpected, as this domain has not previously been associated
with either alcohol problems [113] or with alcohol treatment outcomes [114, 115]. Although
both alexithymia and antagonism were predictive of low-risk drinking, their predictive value
occurred in opposite directions, which was unanticipated and somewhat confusing as these
factors are theoretically similar and were highly correlated in our study (r=0.414,
p=<0.0001).

3.2 Strengths and limitations
There are several strengths to the studies included in this thesis that hopefully can serve to
move the field forward. One strength already mentioned is that we targeted a more severely
affected population, and used diagnostic interviews to achieve this. This increases
generalizability to the AUD population, and hopefully paves the way for more clinically
oriented research agendas on internet treatment for AUD. Another strength was that we had
very low attrition in study III compared to many internet trials on alcohol problems. A third
strength is that we investigated negative effects in studies II and III, which is still rare in
internet trials.
Many limitations have been discussed separately for the four studies in the previous sections,
but two additional limitations that the studies have in common are presented below.
The first limitation concerns outcomes. In most alcohol treatment studies, self-report of
alcohol consumption is the primary outcome. Although such self-reports have been shown to
be both valid and reliable, there is always the risk that such instruments introduce bias.
People may not always accurately reflect their alcohol consumption, and this may be due to
social desirability or cognitive misjudgments. Particularly when drinking is heavy,
consumption may be underestimated [116]. This is a problem that is by no means specific to
the studies included in this thesis, but rather reflects a common methodological limitation to
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the field. A possible solution would be to verify self-reports with biological tests. Although
valuable, such tests require a clinical infrastructure that the current studies did not have.
The second limitation concerns the design of studies I and III. The conceptualization of these
two studies differed in one important aspect. In study I, therapist guidance was simply added
to the same treatment program as the other group received (eChange). In study III, however,
the treatment program differed across the two treatment groups (eChange and ePlus), creating
a confound between guidance and program. Consequently, the results of the high-intensity
group in study III may not (only) reflect the effect of therapist guidance, but may instead
reflect effects of the treatment program, or these may have had a synergistic effect. Bearing
this limitation in mind, our intent in this specific study was to conceptualize intensity, as this
is a recurring concept in alcohol treatment, and the current design fitted that purpose.

3.3 Future directions
The results from Study III showed that participants in the guided group were able to reduce
their alcohol consumption at post-treatment but that they then increased their consumption at
the three-month follow-up, as opposed to the unguided group that remained on the same
consumption level. These results raise important clinical questions relevant for future studies
on therapist-guided internet treatment for AUD. Could therapist-guidance have an initial
positive effect that is then reversed when the guidance disappears? Future studies would
benefit from more closely studying the change processes involved in both guided and
unguided internet treatment by way of qualitative interviews [117]. Questions that would be
relevant to explore are: How is the therapist-guidance perceived by participants during versus
after treatment? Are experiences unequivocally positive, or are there negative experiences
when treatment is ended and the participant is left on his/her own? Such research could
enable more definitive conclusions about what role, if any, therapist-guidance should have in
the development of future digital treatment models for AUD. Indeed, the level of intensity or
the timing of guidance may be more important factors than the guidance per se, as indicated
by the apparent added benefit of the diagnostic assessment in Study III. Future studies could
consequently aim to further dissect and optimize the therapist-guidance component, for
example by examining guidance with different levels of intensity (guidance once a week,
guidance on demand etc.) or guidance with different “timings” (guidance during the initial
weeks of treatment, guidance after treatment completion/continuing care etc.).
Our aim with these studied was to reach a population with severe alcohol problems, similar to
those found in clinics. Although participants in the studies were self-referred, and results are
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not fully generalizable to a clinical population, about half of participants in study III stated
that they had previously sought treatment for alcohol problems. Half of participants also
reported having had alcohol problems for more than five years, and 75% of participants had a
severe AUD according to the diagnostic assessments. Although we cannot from this
generalize to a strict clinical population, as individuals found in clinics are often more
afflicted by other problems than problem drinkers in the general population for example by
being more likely to be divorced and unemployed [118], it at least shows that there are
individuals with a long history of severe AUD and experience form treatment, who are
willing, able and seem to be able to benefit from both high- and low intensity internet
treatment.
Although most internet interventions on alcohol problems have had a public health approach,
recent years have seen an upsurge in publications conducted in clinical settings; for example
Kiluk and colleagues published an RCT on an unguided internet treatment for individuals
with AUD as an add-on to treatment as usual with promising outcomes in terms of percent
days abstinent [119], and Gustafson and colleagues conducted a study on a mobile app
intended as continuing care, and found that, compared to treatment as usual, the app resulted
in fewer risky drinking days [120]. Before internet treatment for AUD can be legitimately
disseminated as a treatment alternative to face-to-face or group treatment in routine health
care several important steps need to be taken. First, comparisons of internet treatment and
face-to-face treatment in non-inferiority designs are needed, as they are a prerequisite to start
building the case for internet treatment as a clinical alternative to regular psychotherapy.
Further, predictors of outcome should be studied further. Long-term follow-ups are also
sorely needed, as few studies have included follow-ups more than 6 months [89]. Lastly,
therapist guidance obviously means a cost for therapist time, and to justify such a cost, the
additive effect must be verified in several studies. With health care costs currently spiraling
due to an aging population, cost-effectiveness studies are increasingly considered important
as a market tool when promoting new treatment models to stakeholders.
We were surprised at the high mean age of participants in Study II and III (m=49.5 and
m=52.8) respectively), compared to previous studies conducted by the research group and
others, where the mean age commonly has been around 40. This can reflect both that more
older people in society are developing severe alcohol problems or that older people use the
internet to a greater degree than previously. Either way, it is thought-provoking to reflect on
the current epidemiological trends. In relation to age: research suggests that alcohol
consumption is actually increasing in the elderly population in Sweden [121], in contrast to
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the development among young people where a sharp decrease has been observed for several
years [122]. Nevertheless, with age being one of the most important factors in the
development and maintenance of alcohol problems [22], perhaps future studies on internet
interventions would do well in specifically addressing, and adjusting treatment to, older age
groups.
Lastly, security of personal information is surprisingly little discussed in the literature.
Although no major database seems to have been hacked and leaked on the internet, it is
important to reflect on what the consequences of such an incident would have for willingness
to participate in research and clinical internet treatment. Importantly, there are simple ways to
make interventions more secure. In internet treatment clinics, double authentication, as
commonly used when logging in to your bank account by for example providing a password
sent to your phone, is commonly used. Another variant of increasing security in a clinical
setting is to provide patients with physical note pads and booklets, while not saving any
personal information on the actual platform (for example just a user name and a random
password), but just using it for conveying information.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose with this thesis was to study therapist-guided internet treatment for people with
AUD, i.e. a more severe population than is commonly targeted in internet interventions for
alcohol problems. The studies provide support for therapist-guided internet treatment for
AUD, in that it was feasible, acceptable and more effective in reducing alcohol consumption
compared to non-guided treatment at post-treatment.
In sum, the studies demonstrate the following:
•

Study I showed that adding therapist guidance to an internet based CBT treatment
program leads to greater reductions in alcohol consumption measured in number of drinks
after treatment

•

Study II showed that high-intensity therapist-guided treatment for individuals with a
diagnosed AUD is acceptable, feasible and leads to few negative effects. Further, it also
leads to significant reductions in alcohol consumption measured in number of drinks and
heavy drinking days

•

Study III showed that high-intensity treamtent is more effective than a wait-list control in
reducing number of drinks and number of heavy drinking days, and more effective than
low-intensity treatment in reducing number of heavy drinking days. However, there were
no significant differences between the two treatment groups at the three-month follow-up

•

Study IV showed that treatment credibility predicted adherence to treatment in terms of
completion of module work sheets. Male gender, pre-treatment abstinence and two
personality variables (a high degree of alexithymia and a low degree of antagonism) were
predictive of low-risk drinking

Hopefully, results from the studies included in this thesis can contribute to the development
of new, dynamic and innovative treatment models that can attract individuals who suffer from
alcohol problems, whether they seek formal treatment or not.
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